
Number of Response(s) Response Ratio
33 14.0%
33 14.0%
84 35.7%
54 22.9%
25 10.6%

6 2.5%
4 1.7%

235 100%

Number of Response(s) Response Ratio
73 30.9%

162 68.6%
1 <1%

236 100%

Number of Response(s) Response Ratio
31 13.1%
25 10.5%

7 2.9%
9 3.8%
2 <1%

120 50.8%
38 16.1%

4 1.6%
236 100%

Number of Response(s) Response Ratio
145 61.4%

62 26.2%
28 11.8%

1 <1%
236 100%

Number of Response(s) Response Ratio
230 97.4%

Was the rider information and instructions clear (Rider information email, MC's announcements, route maps, etc.)

Yes

Total

Local bike shop
Flyer/Poster
Word of mouth
Other
No Responses
Total

Are you currently a MORE member? (It's okay if you're not!)

Yes
No
No, but I'm considering becoming one
No Responses

No Responses
Total

How did you learn about the MoCo Epic?

MORE Website
MORE Facebook/Instagram

The REI 15 Miler

Which ride(s) did you sign-up for?

The Sandy Spring Bank 70 Miler
The Shimano 55 Miler
The MoCo Parks 40 Miler
The Bryce Bike Park 30 Miler

MoCo Facebook Page

Mini Kid's Ride 5 Miles
Advanced Kid's Ride 10 Miles
Total

Was this your first time riding the MoCo Epic?

Yes
No



4 1.6%
2 <1%

236 100%

Number of Response(s) Response Ratio
223 94.4%

10 4.2%
3 1.2%

236 100%

Number of Response(s) Response Ratio
224 94.9%

9 3.8%
3 1.2%

236 100%

Number of Response(s) Response Ratio
160 67.7%

23 9.7%
4 1.6%

49 20.7%
236 100%

Number of Response(s) Response Ratio
234 99.1%

1 <1%
1 <1%

236 100%

Number of Response(s) Response Ratio

16 Comment(s)

Would you recommend the MoCo epic to other riders?

Yes
No
No Responses
Total
24 Comment(s)

Did you enjoy the post ride party?

Total

Were you happy with the aid stations (Service, food, snacks and drinks)?  If not please explain.

Yes
No
No Responses
Total
74 Comment(s)

If you rode the the new 15 miler course, did you like it? If you didn't like it, please explain why you didn't and let us why you 
preferred last year's course.

Did not ride the 15 miler
Yes
No
No Responses

68 Comment(s)

No
No Responses
Total
22 Comment(s)

Do you feel the course signage was highly visible and easy to follow? If we could improve, tell us how.

Yes
No
No Responses
Total



204 86.4%
21 8.8%
11 4.6%

236 100%

Number of Response(s) Response Ratio
100 42.3%
115 48.7%

21 8.8%
236 100%

Top number is the count of respondents 
selecting the option. Bottom % is percent of 
the total respondents selecting the option. Poor Great

3 17 56 94 56
1% 8% 25% 42% 25%

Number of Response(s) Response Ratio
227 96.1%

3 1.2%
6 2.5%

236 100%

First Name 47
Last Name 47
Home Phone 38
Email Address 47

79 Response(s)

An event like the MoCo Epic requires significant effort to plan, organize, and implement, and we need volunteers to help in a 
large variety of areas. If you want to help out next year, fill out the information below. 

No
No Responses
Total

If you could change one thing about this event to make it better, what would it be:

119 Response(s)

Have any other feedback (good or bad) we should consider?

Yes

57 Comment(s)

Was the music too loud? 

Yes
No
No Responses
Total
64 Comment(s)

How would you rate the food selection offered at the post ride party?

55 Comment(s)

Would you like to attend MoCo 2020 based on your experience at the 2019 event?

Total

Yes
No
No Responses



Friends
Goggle
Steve told me.
MORE email
Email
Coworker
Email
Email
email of events provided by MORE
Learned by word of mouth nine years ago.
Sponsor- knobby tire mapping
Bikereg.com
Was at Schaeffer Farms the daz before MoCo 2018 and decided to join 2019
Previous rider
e-mail
previous years
via email (previous rider list)
husband
MORE email
Iâ��ve known because of MORE
family member
Seneca Mountain Bikers Facebook Page
All the crazy MORE characters
MORE email
Previous Year
Friend
e-mail
Planning team
word of mouth
Previously rode/volunteered
From riding it in the past; being a MORE/IMBA member
Book on Maryland MTB trails
REI
BikeReg
I look forward to it every year!!
Many years' participation
email from MoCo Epic
Email from the race

Excellent, everything was really easy to figure out.
I did not hear the pre-race announcement...�
�
Course was clearly marked...�
�
no risk of wrong turns or getting lost...�
�
not really

My wife took on the mini kids ride with my daughter which was billed in the BikeReg info as a two-three mile ride but turned out to be six mile ride and more technical than 
complete beginner MTBers feel comfortable on. She was in over her head on the course and was quite frustrated. I would recommend advertising actual distances of the 
course with a disclaimer that people should have some background MTBing. It comes across currently as a "anyone of any level in the family can ride this" event.
great set up.  route map in particular was great.
Yes. Loved getting access to the GPS track.
The rider information, the route markers, route maps specially the Garmin GPS routing helped on the enjoyment of the 70 mile route.  Thank you!
I was unable to ride, recovering from hip injury.
Although, it wasn't 100% clear if one could start a ride early, or later than the posted time.
Route maps via RideGPS are fantastic.�
�
I didn't see info on what to expect at the Aid Stations (expectations on water/food availability).  I might have brought less water, but in the end it was all fantastic.  The Aid 
Workers were so awesome to provide their help.
You ran out of 30 miler white sheets -- no big deal.
I thought it was very detailed compared to some other organized rides I've done.
color coded.  we did get lost once, going over guardrail was tricky.
The clearest and best of all the years I've done this event.  Thank you.
Plenty of informative emails sent ahead of time.
It took a while to figure out where the ride started
The "Ride with GPS" map with voice directions was very nice!
I thought they were clearer than previous years.
Route signs were great!
Start times for each ride distance was only shown on the BikeReg page.  Those times were only re-communicated via email 1-2 days before the event.
Even though I have done the Moco Epic several times now, I still find the Rider information email helpful and informative.
This year was much better than last. A lot better markings. Thank you!!!
It was hard to figure out my start time. It'd be great if you could send an email with the start times next year.

Signage was great except at roads/road crossings.
Signage was awesome!  As someone who has not ridden the course every, I really had no issues at all knowing where I was going.  I definitely wasn't worried about 
getting lost after 30-mins on the trail - I could easily focus on the experience.
Certain features should be improved/rerouted:�
-- Seneca creek crossing on Seneca Ck Trail South of Watkins Mill Rd barely rideable, covered in thorns, force dismount in deep water�
-- Severely eroded stream crossing exit leaving the disc golf course, it's been bad & getting worse for years this event it the right opportunity to fix it up�
-- Muddy Branch trail stream crossing unrideable just before exit onto Esworthy Rd. Exit onto query mill instead to skip it
Only got confused once, but made no wrong turns. With all of the courses intersecting and such, I figure you canâ��t expect any better. �
I huge Thank You!! To all of the course markers. Having done this for my own clubâ��s century, I understand how it can be a thankless, but much needed job.
Better mark the split from SoccerPlex to PEPCO trail. Almost missed it and would have ended up in Schaeffer.
Some of the road sections could have been signed slightly more with signs placed higher than ground level, but besides that the signage was great!

How did you learn about the MoCo Epic? - Other responses

Was the rider information and instructions clear (Rider information email, MC's announcements, route maps, etc.) - Comments

Do you feel the course signage was highly visible and easy to follow? If we could improve, tell us how. - Comments



Yes but it was a little confusing coming into the first aid station at Black Hills.  We kinda guessed which way to go.
One section in Black Hills, not sure if it was Field Crest, Hamilton or Cabin Branch, we came out of the woods near a facility and ultimately had to go right and cross the 
road.  I had difficulty locating where to go as did a group of riders in front of me.  Overall though, signage was great.
The areas on the C&O Canal trail were not that great.  I assumed that because I was following the blue markers, that the small blue marking flags were what I needed to 
continue following, but they didnt really give any sense of direction.  I turned around at one point because I thought I had missed a turn-off.
Signage was good. Only issue was where to go for 15 mile course after the first aid station.
with one exception, coming out of Hard Rock to the field the sign was pointing the opposite way of the next trail. It was easy to find the right one as there was nothing to 
the left, had a great time.
yes...�
�
I think maybe another sign reminding the riders of the colored flags matching their route color as markers on some points
Big kudos on signage.  I do a lot of organized road rides where the signage fails, and recognize that this signage is an order of magnitude harder.  It was perfect, clear, 
and made all this difference.  Big thanks to the signage team!!
very.  well done.
It was very good overall.  May have been a few spots I wasn't sure I was still on the right trail but it was fine.
Yes, but a couple of places on the northern part of the loop we almost went off course, but the GPS file kept us on course.
There were a few times in which traffic was going both ways on the trail; especially at the bottom of the hill near the mill.
I think that the effort that was put into the signage was outstanding!  It would be impossible to place a person on every corner or every possible turn.  Having used the 
garmin maps and the signage works for us.
Signage was great!  Good job!
Only point of concern was on C&at Canal. It wasnâ��t obvious at first that signage switched to little flags on that section
At the first aid station,there weren't any signs to point the course out.   The traffic on the course was both directions.  I went over my handlebars when I hit a log covered 
with leaves when I got off the trail to allow the oncoming bikes by.
Perhaps putting some early warning signs up as road crossings are coming. Most crossings were safe but some were blind as high speed trails dumped you quickly into a 
lane of traffic.
Signage was outstanding
I thought all the single track markings were great. I would have liked more markings on the road and paved trail sections.
only one was really tricky and that was the one where you had to hop over the guard rail and down the embankment.  Missed that one for about a half mile.
Generally very good, along the Canal it could have been better.
At a couple of places without the GPX file, it was hard to find where to go. Didn't make any extra miles since I had the GPX file
A few more straight arrows after intersections would help in the confidence that the correct turn was made.  I missed the white left turn in north end of of black hill where is 
was orange/white.  Probably because the same route used to go all the way to the north end and then left down the pipeline
I think it was better than previous years but I still saw a lot of people getting lost, especially after some of the confusing aid stations turn arounds.  I would go bigger with 
the signage next year and double/triple up on the confusing parts.
Great signage, there was a minor issue on the 55 about 30 miles in with a false fork in the trail.
Very well marked all the way through. The only exception was coming off Seneca Bluffs onto Dawsonville Rd. was a little confusing. The cue sheet is clear, but maybe 
could have used a sign keeping you on the road, rather than crossing over to what looked like might be a trailhead directly across. But really this was so minor it only 
stands out because of how easy it was to follow the rest of the signage.
The sharp uturn off of n. Frederick ave before game preserve road could use signs saying you have to go over the Jersey barrier or something to make it clearer that the 
turn is much more than 90 degrees.
I did not ride the 40 mile, but as I went up Riffle Ford road (on the 70), I wondered if everyone found the way to the Riffle Ford road aid station. These days a 40 mile rider 
would come off the SRT trailhead to get to the aid station around the bend, and then go back past it on the way south. Previously the aid station wasn't dangling; needs 
good marking.
A couple of spots weâ��re iffy when crossing streams.
A few areas could have been better marked but it was a good balance for such a long course
Excellent signage
see above
One or 2 of the road crossing could be more clear  I almost missed it  Iâ��ve been there before so no real issue
For the first time I didn't have to stop for 5 minutes to figure out the Aid Station 4 switch from one color to another for the long distance ride.  Clear as day in the pre-brief 
AND signage.  I still must add.  If there is any place on this course for a course marshall, this is the spot.  One or two people that understand the course(s) standing (or 
sitting in lawn chairs) at that aid station, calling out to riders which way to go would be super helpful.
Excellent course marking.  Never felt like I wasnâ��t sure where to go.
absolutely perfect.  not sure how someone could get lost, but there are people......
At the end of the forty miler it was a bit confusing getting up the last section with the one way down hillers.
More turn signs needed after the first rest stop on the 30 mile route on the streets. Signage on trails was good.
The spot where you have to hop a guard rail on the left just after one of the rest stops was a little easy to miss.
Great signage
Excellent !!!!
Except at two spots - one where the course went down into a neighborhood and the signs were sparse and there were two possible turns. The second was near the end as 
I was sent down a drop which led to an aid station and it took awhile to get back to the correct place.
I rode the same course last year and got lost at a few critical turns due to lack of signage.  This year the signage was GREAT!!!  There was absolutely no ambiguity.  Very 
well done!!!
Had a tough time finding route in Black Hills on grassy areas.
I heard that there was some confusion on Browning Run while crossing Route 121.
Marking was excellent
Didn't actually ride.  Just volunteered.
Route signs were great!
Yes but my friend buddy got lost.. heâ��s a little slow though not blame to you guys
Yes me Tim and Buddy were shredding. Buddy got lost at the end due to age related illness and Scott got dumped early because he is hella out of shape. Tim dumped me 
at the end heâ��s a mtb legend
I went off course twice because some signs were a bit hidden, but overall the signposting was great.
altough we missed a couple turns due to the small size, they could be bigger/higher at some of the road intersections
too small...
Overall was great but after the first aid station, many people had trouble figuring out where to continue due to small signage
I rode the 30 mile and it here was one place around mile 13(?) where the course marking was odd.  Other than that It was all easy to follow.
Signage was great.  It was almost impossible to go off course.  If I offered one suggestion, it would be, where in doubt, add even more arrow signs.  It is always 
reassuring to know you are still on track.
some areas were confusing.  Especially when the 15�
Milers were riding the same paths in opposite directions.
Additional signage would be helpful in the road section between Seneca Ridge and the Pepco trail on the 40 miler. I mostly depended on what people in front of me were 
doing.
Most arrows are pointing to the turn but you don't ride past the arrows.  Some spots had arrows for a turn that you have to ride past before turning behind the arrows.  The 
next arrows were not visible until going behind the arrows for the turn.
Great signage - thanks so much for making it easy to follow the course.
This year was much better than last. A lot better markings. Thank you!!!
Would love occasional mile markers



Overall, YES! There were maybe a few areas that were unclear and I completely missed one sign on the road near the first lake (sorry, can't remember the name; it's 
where we were supposed to turn left from the road back onto the trail).

The Aid Stations are part of the enjoyable experience.  Porta Potties at every aid station would have been a big improvement, especially for the ladies.
Aid stations Riffle ford and beyond were out of gel because of riders on shorter distances sharing those stations and sucking it all down. 70 mile riders need that stuff too! 
Reserve a stash for 70 milers only.
Good variety. No rest stops were the same.
By the time I hit the last aid station, all of the food was gone.
Old Stone Mill was mostly out of food by the time I got there (1:15-30 PM ish), but no big deal.
We are vegetarians so we liked all the options this year
Would love to see more tomato/mayo sandwiches along the way!
The 2nd aid station for the 30 miler was out of most of the food (only trail mix left) by the time most of the 30/40 milers were there.  Also, very tough placement as many 
riders were bottlenecked going to and from.
I think the aid stations could have been improved if one of them had been sponsored or co-sponsored by Hammer or something, and provided energy gels, tablets, etc.  
Having actual food was good, but it would have been nice to get the aforementioned items.
The bacon was great!
The hot food options (grilled cheese, quesadillas, bacon, dogs) at aid stations were top notch!
everyone was very nice, helpful and fully stocked with a nice variety of stuff.
yes...�
�
in fact I want a tomato and mayo sandwich with extra salt right now
I especially loved the jurasic park themed stop.  Wish more had gone full funky.
Especially the tomato sandwiches!
good spacing.  great support.  having mechanics at each site was awesome.  well done
Selection was awesome. Volunteers were great.
This year was much better than most.  Unlike prior years, the aid stations were pretty well stocked for the most part (some more than others). Really appreciated the 
pickles & pickle juice as well as those stations that had the PBJ, grilled cheese and tomato sandwiches.  This year all sites had fluids and cups.
The only station that was a disappointment was the last one at the mill which was out of food and Gatorade by the time we arrived at around 1:15.
Excellent!
Ran out of beer and brats
Amazing. Thank you for having Gatorade
more bananas would be nice.  Didn't see that too frequently.
Yes, but whenever I get to the last one, hardly a thing left when I need it the mist
I especially liked station 3 with the wegmans spread!
Maybe more Gu (or similar) at stations? Fewer seemed to have it compared to previous years
Aid stations were great this year. Thans to all who put in a great effort to support the riders!  We appreciate it!
Love those sandwiches at the C&O aid station. Was 40% why I returned to ride the moco this year
Nice not to have to carry much else than a water bottle.  Food selection was great.
Everyone was so helpful and nice as always.  Had my bike fixed along the way too (just like last year).  LOVE the Aid Stations!!!
Yes, they  were great!
Fully stocked!!
THEY ALL WERE FANTASTIC!   THANK YOU VOLUNTEERS!�
Who knew about pickle juice?  Now I know....
Good stations, Guy making burgers was passing out raw burgers though just to meet demand.  Think it made me a bit sick, even though I just ate the edges.
Not as much variety as in the past,  limited snacks.  Plenty of water and electrolytes.
Bikenetic aid was a great first stop.
Loved the burgers!
They were all in good locations and had quite a few options.  They made the ride much more enjoyable.
not as creative as in the past
Only place I was disappointed in was the last Aid station on my route.  I was so looking forward to grabbing a small burger and pickle there, as I had in prior years, but they 
had nothing.  Itâ��s like they cooked up those items in the morning, and had nothing left for when your body needed the extra boost.
More Oreos
so awesome
Loved AS2 on the 70 miler -- grilled cheese with bacon!
They were all great but major shout out to the Spokes one.  Good food and great Maguiver like mechanics who fixed my sidewall with Guerilla tap that lasted 6 hours of 
riding.
especially the tomato sandwiches!
a few gluten free options. gu was yummy.
The station on Riffle Ford was awesome with hot fresh chocolate chip and blueberry pancakes. Amazing. Bad luck for me at the mill on my first pass it was too soon to 
eat, and on my second pass for the 40 they were out of meat and bread (for PB&J).
Who could complain  it was AWESOME!!
However, I did wish there was more option for gels and electrolytes like previous years. No gu or cliff shots at the aide stations made me rely on my own stash and pickle 
juice/gatorade
Awesome!
Fabulous food and support! Thanks to ALL. Maybe if we have a cold morning start again, coffee at first stop or setup, Start/finish would be nice
Jurasic Park - oh hell yeah
Great people at each and every one of them!!!
I really appreciate the fact that this is a really well-supported event with friendly folks at the aid stations with plenty of good energy choices on offer. I really appreciate the 
volunteers and encouragement.
The aid stations are AWESOME!
There should be another aid station on the 30-miler between the 2nd and 3rd stop.
Last stop had no food left.
Not much tasty real food at AS1 & AS9- compared to precious years.
The aid stations actually exceeded my expectations. I didnt even eat the clif bars I packed for my ride.
On the 30 mile route the reuse of the same location at Black hill means the gap between the first and second stops is too short, and then the gap between Blach Hill and 
Black Rock Mill is too long
This year I visited 3 aid stations 6,7 and 8 and they all seemed pretty damn impressive.
on the 30 mile ride I could have used the 3rd aid station before mile 27, seemed kind of pointless to put it that late in the ride
Killer food!! Fantastic
NO Gue, anywhere, fewer choices at most stations.
Needs gels for riding
lack of choices or options..
however it would be nice to see more energy supplements: GU gels, cliff gels, etc at aid stations.
Loved the PBJ!
The station at Black Rock Mill was not properly ready with appropriate food.

Were you happy with the aid stations (Service, food, snacks and drinks)?  If not please explain. - Comments



Black hills was kind of light on food, but not bad�
Black rock mill was great
Didnâ��t use.  Husbandâ��s bike broke down and we hiked back
What a great group of volunteers!
Well stocked and friendly and cheery volunteers!
Something lighter than hamburgers/hotdogs at the aid station would have been better. Not all of us can down a hamburger and then ride 10 miles!

Love it. Didn't much like meeting 40 and 55 milers on SRT.
First time riding Epic, but the course was good. Some challenging climbs and technical areas.
It was very enjoyable until the second aid station and everyone was merging all at once, and then the rest of the ride was quite crowded

LOVE riding back on Seneca Ridge. Bummer we were going opposite the 55 miler traffic but it wasn't too bad. Maybe head out on Seneca Ridge and back on Pepco?
I enjoyed it but Iâ��ll be trying the 30 miler next year!
rode it since the epic and it was fantastic. I don't know the direction, but I would do the powerlines first next time. and ride it clockwise
Good course except for the both way traffic.
It was great to not have any repeat sections. A one-way loop would help.  We had lots of 2-way traffic w/ 40 milers on SRT but everyone was courteous.  I LOVED the 
SRT Riffleford Rd to Black Rock Mill section (10/10)! This was a highlight.  Powerline to Riffleford was new to me and didn't really like the grassy, powerline sections as 
much as the woods (6/10).
Seem rather like a bland trail  preferred the previous yearâ��s ride
Didn't ride the 15 miler but seemed to be a good bit of two way traffic of the 40 milers riding out to rifleford and the 15 milers riding in - would avoid if possible
Very enjoyable ride, I rode the 30 mile in previous years
I did not like the two way traffic on the SRT. I rode the 15 miler with my kids and felt the two way traffic was dangerous for new riders. It also took away from the  beautiful 
flow of that trail
Love the course, but the two way traffic on the SRT with the 40 mile ride was very challenging
Was great until we hit other riders going the opposite direction on Seneca ridge. Besides that, it was a great course.
Parts we rode were nice
The course was pretty hard, and the last stretch was stressful, having to ride with all the riders from the other courses, many of whome were way more skilled and way 
faster than I was. Also, the middle section with traffic going in the opposite direction was dangerous.

Already have and planning on doing it next year!
Absolutely! it was a blast.
This is more of a maybe.
I am shocked the event is not growing each year... even by just a handful�
�
growing organically is good�
�
so I am fine with the size... I just think that some people who would love it really do not know about it...
Pls always arrange for perfect weather
Simply put....awesome day!!!!
most definitely.
Loved it!
It is the highlight of my biking year and I do recommend it to all of my friends. If you MTB in the area you are missing out if you don't ride in the MOCO EPIC!!!
Great event and great trail systems.
It's not well known.  If I talk to riders on the trail in the months prior, I always mention " are you doing the Epic?"....many don't know about it!
Yes, but no as strongly as in the past. Food at finish terrible this year and beer taps empty at 3pm except for oatmeal beer.
Absolutely! Awesome event!
i was told it was fun and well organized so we put together a small group and came up.
You could offer a free bike rental for first time riders  I tried to get my brother out there  if there was a bike to try maybe he would have come out  could be an idea for a 
bike store with plenty of demo bikes
It is the best event of the year!
Always do.
I get a few new riders to join every year!
I have recommended it to many first time long distance riders  itâ��s a perfect first one
Yes. The 55 miler was an awesome ride. The trails were fast and fun just like they were describe.
Its a challenge, and it takes you out of yourself and away from Trumps insanity for a short while.
maybe...
Need to get the word out to sister IMBA groups in the region like SAMBA in Pennsylvania
Great trails, well-supported ride and good party afterwards.

I only had one beer - maybe have an option where folks can get more beer or more food?
Beer selection was lacking, in my opinion. Essentially the only options were IPAs and stouts, especially toward the end. A lager would be nice, i.e., something that isn't 
overly hoppy like pale ales and IPAS and something that is not heavy and thick like a stout, which is not that refreshing after a long bike ride.
Nice to have good selection of beers and food!
We liked the bean burgers
Great beer selection!
Did not attend.
Food was good and the beer hit the spot.
There is no excuse for running out of beer. 2 tickets x the number registered. Also, yet again, TURN DOWN THE MUSIC. You can't talk to anyone. I'd rather NO music. 
Everyone complains about this and yet it doesn't change.
food choices were limited and not that good.  �
ran out of beer.  �
prefer a band over dj.
Yes... so great seeing so many old friends
Loved that a few tickets got a ton of food/drink!
sure.  great to have food/beer there.  i drove, so didn't have 2 beers, 1 is enough for free.
wish there were more veg options.
Food was excellent. Just what I needed.
I finished the 70 miler in 6 hours and 40 minutes.  There were no IPAs left.  My two drink coupons were useless.  I was disappointed about that.  Porters and Stouts don't 
hit the spot after a ride.
Could be a better selection of food for allergies
The music is so loud and totally unnecessary.
Again, ran out of a beers and some of the food in the bbq option. Iâ��d do without the heavily fried options.
Family commitments do allow for a party after the ride... felt kind of a waste to pay for a party that I could not enjoy.
pump track 'race' for the kids was fun
It was better in previous years, in my opinion
Didn't go

Did you enjoy the post ride party? - Comments

Would you recommend the MoCo epic to other riders? - Comments

If you rode the the new 15 miler course, did you like it? If you didn't like it, please explain why you didn't and let us why you preferred last year's course. - Comments



Could use some seating away from the music a bit. We want to chat and relax which is difficult to do with the music so close up
Great setup and great food.
Great food, beer and music.  Loved it.
Unfortunately didn't have time to stay for it.
Although I had to leave early to attend family issues
Plenty of food and delicious craft beer, what's not to like?  Fun to watch the pump track while eating.
After party food was not as good selection as previous years.  Blasting music in the tent made me go sit on the grass away from it.  I wouldn't put the speakers in the tent 
where people are trying to talk.
See above
Good food, beer and lotsa seating, thanks
Need better food!
The food options were great. Running out of beer early, not so much.
2 of 3 beer tents were out by the time I left. I feel bad for the 55 or 75'ers, I bet there wasn't anything left.
Music was too loud�
Needed more seating away from the music for those who wanted to talk and relax with a beer
Did not stay as long as last year, but enjoyed being able to grab something to eat and a couple of beers.
It is fine. Only comment is music is to loud. If you look. No o e sits near the music. Most sit the furtherest away.
better food!  hamburgers and hotdogs
Though food/drink selections were running out.
Food was amazing!
It was GREAT!  Thank you.
thanks for going and getting more beer.  Also the BBQ in a buffet style was perfect.
Better format this year.
Did not attend
Always too tired to drink beer.
Music is too loud
Had to leave so I did not partake
I liked the food truck options and beer options
Food & beer was excellent, fast, and tasty.
Ran out of beer by mid afternoon, what!!
Why only draught beer ? Itâ��s awful!!! Lol
Got back kind off late and was way tired too stay to enjoy it. I plan on being in better shape next year so I can enjoy everything the Moco Epic has to offer.
Good chow to choose form and good beer selections.
Good food & good tunes.
Did not attend   As non drinkers....kind of disappointed about the focus on alcohol
See previous comment:)
Don't run out of sponsor beers ....

Maybe too loud under the tent close to the DJ. But the music was fantastic so the extra volume was okay.
I'm sure it depends ... it didn't interfere with me catching up and talking, so no.
Sitting anywhere near the stage, or just within the tent, the music was too loud for the setting.
Everyone was sitting outside so they could talk over the music.
Only if you were under the tent.  Anywhere else, it was fine.
Eh, not really my style of music, I prefer a variety of melodic tunes with some acoustic instrumentation, folk rock ,Americana, Blues, Alt Rock
maybe dont have the music the in the table tent.  or have two table tents were we could sit further from the music.
YES!!!!!!!!!!!!
I rather talk about the ride with my buddies without shouting over a stupid DJ.
Maybe a little bit
a little.
Always is but that might just be me and my sensitive ears.
Hard to talk to my friends
Just a little?
The music is so loud and totally unnecessary.
little too loud, but good
No comment
It wasn't too loud if you wanted music,  but it would have been nice to have seating both near and far from the music. Too loud to socialize while eating.
Way to loud and tables were by DJ
You're asking the question, so I think you know the answer. It was great to hang out and meet fellow riders afterward, but we had to yell at each other.
There wasn't alot of seating so we have to sit near the speaker and it was a little loud while we ate.  Otherwise all good
N/a
I guess I am old.
A bit yes :)  We initially sat under the tarp and then moved away as we weren't able to carry a conversation.
We probably would have hung out longer if the music wasnâ��t so loud or if there was a quieter place to sit. Music was great, just too loud
A little loud and a little too pop-millennial. Could have used some classic rock.
under the tent it was hard to talk.
A little, but not awful. we sat strategically.
way too loud
above
Just a little, but only if you were under the tent. If it had been a hot/rainy day it would have been too loud.
I say it wasn't too loud but I wouldn't choose to sit under the tent closer to the speakers. Outside the tent seemed reasonable to me.
only in the tent
For a change
See above
only a little
or does that make me sound like an old person?
Hard to talk while under the tent after the ride...
It really helped being able to sit outside, further from the music. Everyone is there to talk and share their stories, so loud music is not something most of us are looking for 
on that day.
sometimes.
Yes, but that's because I was sitting at a table very close to it.  If it was a real problem I could have moved outside the tent.
Music during post ride food was too loud
hard to talk/hear inside the tent - good music though
Just a tiny bit loud, we sat at a table right in front of the DJ when we ate.�
�
Great DJ though!
See above  music should be background  we are there to post ride fellowship  not rock a limbo line

Was the music too loud?  - Comments



Only because seating was concentrated near the speakers. Next time make the seating farther back.
As long as we werent under the tent it wasn't too loud
Ear damaging levels. Everyone moved the tables farther away. Even then, we couldn't hear to talk to each other.
Way too loud for my liking.
A tad lower but was fine.
I'm old.  Turn it back up when the 70 milers start arriving.
A little, but I was sitting right next to the stage.  Was hard to talk with other riders under the tent
Music on Saturday was much better controlled, lower volume and clear announcements.
Yes the emcee speakers were louder than hell it hurt my brain but he was pretty cool guy
Under the tent, yes.
It was fine for the start, but definitely too loud in the party area (especially under the tent) where you could barely talk to your family and friends.
just enough...
Only under the tent
Yes, but I'm 59. so take that into account. perhaps if t wasn't in the food tent and facing away from the diners it would have been better.�
The music selection was fine tho.
Music did not seem to fit the demographic.  I think most bikers like rock n roll and not rhythm and blues.  others complained as well. Maybe the DJ got into the rock after I 
left.
Far.
Hate to sound like an old fogey, but iy was a bit loud and I was chatting w/a lot of friends and associates and MORE members at the finish
it made hangin' out after chowin' down a little difficult
Yes, a bit too loud for comfortable conversation.

Did not see the pizza food truck until it was too late. Offerings could be more visible.
I think donuts, cake and pastries would have been really nice to have!
Finished 70 mile ride at 3PM which I thought was pretty early and still the beer and food started running out before I spent all my tickets. It is a big bummer to put in the 
longest ride but come back to the party winding down. Start short distances later in the day?
Wasn't the healthiest food, but it was "gut fill." Would like to see some healthy veggie options--whole-food, plant-based. Doesn't need to be expensive--a bean salad, lentil 
dish, etc. These items are cheap in bulk. Add some veggies and spices and you're done.
Just wish we could get more than 1 serving!
Java Cruiser was awesome!
I kinda felt bad for the pizza truck. It looked kind of lonely off to the side.
Selection in food and beer was limited when the 70 milers were finishing.
the food at the aid stations is better than the food at the party...�
�
but the party has food and chairs
Pizza was so so good for post ride!
i ate - it was good.  not exceptional, but good.
Ran out of craft beer:(
Can we get some reasonably healthy food options.  In prior years there was a black bean burger option.  This year it was like choosing the lesser of all unhealthy options. 
(BTW, having some greens available on the side should NOT be confused with being a healthy food option).
Wouldâ��ve been nice to have coffee at the end. After 70 miles a cup of joe would have been perfect.
Seconds!
the option were ok, although I think they have been better in past years.
Didn't understand the food line vs. the food trucks
there was only one option for the family day
Re beer -- more variety if possible would be rad.  Seemed like mostly stouts available when we finished.
I really enjoy having multiple trucks to choose from
N/a
Meh, Could def do better here IMO.  The one pizza truck only had one offering.  The BBQ tent was fine and IMO teh best option.
BBQ is preferred as it keeps better than pizza.  Consider having some gluten free options if possible.
Had some great pizza...food trucks were great.
Did not enjoy - line was long and I had to leave early... no issues for me
The pork was a welcome treat.  Nice flavor!
Beer was good, food was not
There have to be better food truck options.  Tacos or Chinese food or something other than fried food and pizza.  The BBQ was so so. Would have preferred grilled 
chicken.
Ice cream is always a hit ;)
It wasnâ��t clear if it was one trip through the line, or I could go back.  I didnâ��t take much my first time through, as I wasnâ��t sure how my stomach would handle it.  But I 
finished that off and was ready for more.
More food variety will be good!
enjoyed the pizza.  my friend who rode with me didn't love the chicken fingers though.
better selections in the past
Food was running out when i got done and i was not that late.
The BBQ selection was definitely the hit; the others looked a little bit neglected. That food was excellent, can't speak to the others
Awesome food!!!!
We finished the 40 miler around 2:30 and they were already running out of food, the breweries were good but when I went for my second beer they were out of beer. It was 
super disappointing, and felt bad for riders on the longer courses finishing later. A big let down after a long day on the bike.
Variety wasn't that great, and we got the last of the pizza (literally) - the guys behind us were turned away.
I liked it. I had the barbecue - pulled pork.
I was so hungry it almost didnâ��t matter haha
Pulled pork was a 10!
The self serve option was great
Ran out of pulled pork and brats while we were in line!!
Happy with the food choices and *very* happy that it didn't take long to get it.
I thought there were more choices last year.
a more vegetarian option other than pizza and salad?  veggie burgers or dogs or chili?
Beer was great, food was not bad.  Some healthier choices wold be nice
Did not get to try the food so I can't comment on it.
Taco truck would be great.  Maybe some healthier options.
The pizza was GREAT
chicken tenders from food truck were not very good.
Never got past the incredible noise to even look. Would have look forward to enjoying post ride conversing with people I had met. Not possible when yelling was 
prerequisite.
Ran out of beer and limited options for those that arrive after a full day on the 70 miler.
I liked the pasta salad best.  Being a vegetarian, the meat options were not of interest.
I heard the beer ran out early.

How would you rate the food selection offered at the post ride party? - Comments



Porta Potties at all aid stations.
Finish line atmosphere. Need announcers calling riders' names across the finish line. Put a spotter behind the parking area or something. This ride is a big deal to all who 
do it and it coming across the finish you want a couple cheers.It gets friends & family spectators all fired up too and changes the party to a bigger celebration
More trails, less road on the 55 miler. I really enjoyed the C&O loop on the 40 mile course in 2018 and was hoping to do it again.
Wider selection of beer and healthier food options.
The bottleneck going down and back up to Old Stone Mill aid station (where a # of routes converged) was not ideal. I was there 1-1:30 ish.
Clearer direction to the Epic parking - there was an insane amount of traffic due to other sports activities and I was stuck in a left turn lane for a long time, and it turned out 
that was the line for the Soccerplex.
None
Having someone designated at start to answer questions.
Music not as loud
I would put signs on the trail saying how far it is to the next aid station
Maybe a local brewery at the after party? True Respite...Saint's Row?
The second aid station might be better served in a different location if possible.
I didn't receive a swag bag, but that's nitpicking.  I can't think of a way to improve on my 2019 experience.
I know it's a self-paced ride, but timing chips would be nice.
Traffic jam on the last aid station. But this is nitpicking.
More volume on the local beers!
Turn down the music. Don't run out of beer when you still have significant numbers of riders out on the course. Sorry that's two things.
Why do the 70 milers go up Rifleford and on to the Pepco trail instead of on to the SRT and picking up Pepco?
I think it might be a little too expensive�
�
there are a good number of sponsors�
�
if the price could come down... I would recommend that
Change up the route for the 40 mile. Same for three years
Canâ��t think of anything
Ride times are a bit too late in the morning for me. I know I only do the 15 miler but still. �
The ONLY bummer of an overall fantastic day was having to navigate the oncoming 55miler(I think) traffic.
Got nothing.
No reason the 70 miler should use the road to get to the Pepco Trail.  Would have been much better to take the SRT to the Pepco trail.  [NB: With that said, I would be 
fine taking the road if the conditions were wet].  I would also have no probably going back to the original the (full) Muddy Branch route.
Would it be possible to fold in new routes/trails?  Even riding the trails in the opposite direction would make for a completely different ride experience.
Less riding through developments. I realize this may be hard due to short-sighted land planning.
Have a swag bag for 15miler riders
The 40 miler going the opposite direction from the other rides on the SRT was a little awkward. Since I was riding in a large group, we pulled over or the oncoming traffic 
did.
more IPAs
no music at the after party. people are hoping to talk with each other after their rides. its just totally unnecessary.
Food and after party setup
encourage people to bring their own cups not only to the after party but also for the aid stations.
Create a less costly option for people that just want to ride and head home. The price tag was high for a 15 mile ride.
Music not as loud or maybe not right where I was sitting to eat and talk to others.

first of all, thank you. im not trying to complain either.... but the 'ambassador' led mega kids ride was miserable for us. there are too many rider levels in the group. also 
parents of questionable ability. you need to structure a family ride which the kids have their own parent lead and let them rip . that being said, we should have just done the
More vegetarian food choices.  Otherwise, the event was great!
We had 2 way traffic in a tight area
Band!
I thought everything went very well!  Nothing to change.-
Turn down the post-ride music. (I swear I'm not an old person who hates music.)
Would be cool if the 40-miler course could wind through Schaeffer a little more on the front end, so the ride is closer to a bona fide 40-miler rather than 36/37-ish miles.  
Not a gripe, just a suggestion! Perhaps a longer spin on the blue or yellow loops could add some mileage before hitting white and then the plunge to the mill.
Healthy/ non friend Vegetarian options at the post event party station.
You've done a great job and the trails were is spectacular shape.
Not sure, itâ��s my favorite event of the year!
More beer for the longer route riders ;-)�
Better food options too....
Skip the pepco trail section of grassy hills. The road/singletrack mix of pervious mocoâ��s was more fun. Even a straight up road section would be preferable.
Do it twice a year :)�
�
May be do more advertisement/post signs about the event, especially on trails away from Shaffer's (e.g. near Seneca). I saw a few hikers displeased by the number of 
bikers, as they didn't know this was happening.
The only slight negative, were the few tricky crossing along the PEPCO easement.  I think most walked their bike through them.  PEPCO I am sure has a say here too, but 
that was it.  Otherwise the course was really awesome.
Volunteer tent better staffed
Have chamois creme and motrin at each aid station
There were a couple road crossings that could have used a crossing guard.
n/a
one-way travel on SRT if possible.
make it clear that if pre-registered you don't need to bring your drivers license to the table
Faster registration would be great
Pay as you go food and beer at finish.  Free stuff not working very well. You could lower entrance fees accordingly.�
�
I would have high quality food catering and popular beer brands.
Take out the power line for the 70 miler, sorry but itâ��s a big let down compared to the rest of the 64 miles
Bikers got jammed up at the last part of the 30 miler at the Aid station going to and leaving the station near the mill.
Nothing!
The final section before the finish had to many people. Had to move to the side too many times to let the more experienced riders pass
less road riding and more single track!
Avoid the two way section.
Add a 46 mile option going back to soccerplex on the Pepco from the Riffle Ford aid station
Allow for more food and beer to last longer. Out of IPA and Stout when i arrived.
If possible change the routes, or maybe run them in reverse?  I've done the 40 mile ride twice; route was the same both years.
Maybe have a few enduro-like timed segments?

If you could change one thing about this event to make it better, what would it be: - Responses



I would have had the first/last aid station cook up something more breakfast like n the morning, so they could provide the burgers/Hot Dogs in the afternoon, when 
peopleâ��sâ�� energy and reserves are depleted.
Music slightly less loud at post ride party
Weather control!! The best weather we have had for the day in the last several years. It was perfect!
I'm a female rider who rode with a small group of friends. We noticed quite a few men on the course unsafely passing (or attempting to pass us). I know it was said that 
this isn't a race,but there are still people riding like it was and that was frustrating. I'm not sure you can change this, but want to let you know it happened
The last aid station was poorly located, with too much two-way traffic on the short segment.
Better signage when going to the parking lot. Got confused and parked at the wrong place... But it won't be a problem for next time obviously...
A better after party beer selection, and more beer. They only had stouts, hefewezin, and IPAs. Nothing lighter.
Can't think of anything.  It really helps to have perfect weather and perfect trails.
Serve lighter less heavy craft beer  didnâ��t care for the selections this year  alcohol content way to high
I ride it with my son.  He started with the 10 miler ~5 years ago and is now doing the 40.  It's a huge deal for him to accomplish this (he's 12) because it is an all day effort.  
To me, that's what it's all about.  We'd done the 30 miler the last two years, so I really enjoyed that the 40-mile course is totally (mostly) different.
sparkling water option if not wanting beer or garorafe or soda.  more stout too.
We got very bunched up at the start causing slow-downs that made it harder to ride some sections going too slow. Not sure if there's a way to fix this.
The whole event was awesome. Only thing that I can think of that would have been nice to do away with was the small section of two way traffic at the beginning and end 
of the 40 miler. But not a big deal.
Make it a true 30 miles  Strava said it was 28.5    Add some more loops in Schaffer to get the full 30 miles
Porta-johns at the aid stations... not only for the riders but also for the aid station workers.
Coffee at start/ finish
this year the temperature and conditions were perfect.
Cut out the power line section of the forty. It's wishful thinking but the neighbors were kind of jerks.
Long sleeve T shirts next year would be great!
nothing
Get ride of the power line section  itâ��s not good.  It was better this year because it wasnâ��t blisteringly sunny  but still not good
I got there early but was not allowed to sign in as I was doing the 30 miler. By the time I was able to sign in,I had to stand in a long line. At the time that I was first in line, 
when I was there early, there was only 3 people in line. So allow signing in early if the line is short.
More and better stocked aid stations.  More manufacturer / vendor displays at the post ride party would be nice.
New tshirt design
Build dirt trails from Little Bennett to Damascus. Have bike demos.
Provide gps coordinates that bring drivers to exactly where they need to park, as opposed to pretty close. next year it will be easy since I know where to go, but the "last 
mile" was not obvious. the address in the blast email sent the day before is what i used plus google maps.
dual directional riders to and from the rest stop at 25 miles was very awkward
Add another aid station on the 30 mile route
More Games or one off mini events on Sunday afternoon say from 2 till 4 and then do the awards starting by 5 sharp...
The courses crossing each other made it tough in certain sections to get off and move out of the way. You lost all your speed on the climb or missed bombing an 
awesome downhill section.
Could be cool to have more local breweries
Food as stated above, but not a big deal�
�
The event was very enjoyable, rode with my son.  We had a great day
Add additional family events and demo bikes.
My conditioning, but that was my fault.
Two way traffic on some spots a little odd.. few riders with headphones
Eliminate 2 way traffic on trail. Teach people some basic etiquette for the trail. Remind riders it is NOT a race, no close quarter unspoken passing please. That is just 
rude, especially to our novice riders, of which there seemed to be many. Overall a good time.   Thanks.
Kids ride is wonderful although they are riding on some of the rougher trails in the area.
No two way traffic on single track
I did the 55 mile route and did not care for running into so much oncoming traffic towards the end from the 40 milers.  Other than that I thought it was great.
you should give every registrants a cool freebies specially the tshirts...i paid $85 and i was given a female shirt bcoz they said they dont have one for me due to my 
registration date. thats $85 for a bag from a bank full of papers...but those flaggers or they said volunteers they have all the stuff..so for me why bother paying if i could 
have all
better bathroom facilities
See above..
Have enough kegs of beer gents!
maybe a 100 mile route?!
Specific staggered star times to�
Mimixentrailnconedmkkjk
Too many people start the course before the official time. If you are going to have time windows, enforce them. Otherwise, it's not fair to the people that honor them.
We didnâ��t get a swag bag even though we preregistered .  Seemed like late entries were accommodated
It would be great if there was a kids event on same day as the main rides so that kids could ride a course on the same day. My family didnâ��t want to travel out there twice 
over the weekend
It was great!
Create a 25 mile course.
Adding occasional mile markers
There was more (i.e., too much) road riding entering and leaving Little Bennett than I remember. Maybe add more miles in Little Bennett--it's such a great park. (Very 
minor complaint.)
don't run out of all varieties of sponsor beer

It was a truly EPIC and amazing experience!  I was blown away by how much amazing Single Track is in the region.  Really great opportunity, grateful folks have 
organized such an amazing event!
A time tracking system is in order. Everyone is dying to know how they did and how many others rode. It's not a race I get it just don't give awards. Nothing wrong with 
scoring even though it's not a race. Checkpoints at aid stations also help family plan when to get to the party to meet riders. Checkpoints are good for safety too.
Not sure it would help, but maybe stressing letting people pass in the pre-ride email. Occasionally you could get caught up behind someone slow that refused to let you 
pass.
Kudos to the sweeper crew ... helped my buddy out with a broken chain only a few miles into the day.�
�
Great guys ... saved the day for him.
Nothing I have not already stated. It was really fun. I enjoyed it a lot.
More food truck selections.

There were three Bike Doctor Frederick guys pace lining on the C&O.  They made a few very unsafe passes and almost took out an older gentleman on a hybrid coming in 
the opposite direction (rather than just waiting to pass the person in front of him).  He was pretty update.  Not great marketing for MORE or mountain bikers in general.
I did originally sign up for the 15 miler, but my buddy bailed.  I asked one of the MORE guys on site if I could switch to the 30 and was accommodated easily.
I am not sure why the price is so high? Specially if we pay with in the last two weeks and dont get a shirt. That is a problem. They said no problem we will have plenty after 
the ride. yes for the first people back, but the slower you are less chance to get a shirt. Just dont give shirts and make price lower if I am late.

Have any other feedback (good or bad) we should consider? - Responses



The overlap in the 40 and 15 mile routes was a real problem - I don't recall this in previous years. For a stretch there was constant dismounting for oncoming traffic.
It was, as always, a great day. Thank you so much for putting this on, we look forward to it every year. �
�
My only complaint is one you have no control over, but why is everything on the same weekend?!?!?! Charm City Cross, Fall MTB Festival at Stokesville and the Epic are 
always on the same weekend. Ugh.
no...�
�
it is an amazing event that deserves the label EPIC
Simply an awesome event. I get so pumped for it every year. The work MORE does is invaluable and I will support this event as long as I can pedal my mountain bike! ( 
Or live in DC)
I personally liked the Clopper lake section that was cut out but I heard others did not. Not a deal breaker and overall I thought this was an awesome ride. Seems like a 
good bit less pavement then I remembered in the past.
I really like this event. One thing that may go unnoticed is the fact that for the 70 miler the majority of elevation gain is doing during the first 3rd of the ride which is great 
and very much appreciated.
I love the Moco Epic. Iâ��ve been doing it since the beginning and the route gets better every year.
There was a fun run we came across on one of the development paths that meant there were a bunch of other users.
Overall it was enjoyable!
I had a great time.
Keep up the Good Mountain Biking Work!!!
Have the same weather for next year.
15 miler the next day. my sixth grader can do the mega kids loop in 1:35 on a singlespeed, including stopping at the willys for a few minutes. it took 2:45 for us in the group 
because of waiting around. my kids have already said we wont do another group ride ever. and if the 15MI was done the same way with an ambassador, we wouldn't be 
interested
Iâ��ve ridden the 40 miler 3 times  might try the longer one but wondering if itâ��s possible to change up the 40 miler for those that have ridden it multiple times
Great event. Thanks for putting it on.
Overall, this continues to be my favorite event. I ride a few throughout the year, and MORE does the best job with organization, aid stations, etc. Kudos!
Awesome event as always -- congrats on putting on another one!  I brought a buddy out for his first one, and he thoroughly enjoyed it and said he'd be back to ride with our 
group next year.  Such a cool event -- thanks to all the MORE folks and volunteers who make it happen.
I love the shirt material. Itâ��s one of my favorite event-shirts
I kind of liked the old way of doing packet pickup better (not having a specific registration window). It made it tough when people in my group were preregistered for 
different rides (younger sister doing 15mi, for example). It also impacted my preride routine
Na. great event.  Thanks for all you do to keep trails in MoCo rolling!
Like the shirt colors/sizing this year but need better ties for the race numbers.
Thanks for rerouting around the overly rooty and heavily trafficked Seneca Creek State Park. Much better than last year!
Keep up the good work.

Really fantastic job this year.  Although it was dry leading up to the event, had it rained I think the changes made to the seneca bluffs trail would have prevented the muddy 
conditions on that trail that have affected previous EPICs.  Knowing those changes were in place gave me great confidence that rain or shine it would be a great day!
It was my first MTB race and it was an awesome experience.
As I mentioned to Ernie at the event, I think you guys lost a fundraising opportunity at the post-closing party. There should have been speeches every half-hour starting at 
2pm extolling the work that MORE does and reminding everyone that MORE is a non-profit in need of funding in order to continue maintaining the trails that every rider 
loves.
n/a

the 30 miler was better some years ago when you looped schaefer on the front end and then went north to black hill.  I don't like the new route where you dump down to 
the aid station at the mill at mile 27 and then expect at mile 28 to take on the hardest climb on the entire MOCO. Its fine when the trials are dry but how often is that?
Would be great not to be going against other ride traffic at the end of the 40 miler.  There is always a problem after the last aid station with going back uphill and people 
coming down.

Loved the reroute around clopper.  Several â�~teamsâ�� that were riding were not very trail friendly or rider friendly, passing on left and right with no warning, very unsafe.
Overall the Moco Epic is given a grade of a A.  Consider better food and the one part of the route was a problem.  otherwise...AWESOME
On the 55,there was some opposite direction traffic after the last rest stop. Not sure what course they were on. Seemed like a bit too much road at points but I'm sure 
that's unavoidable until connectors are in place.
I like riding up through Kentlands and the full Muddy Branch, personal preference, but I can see the value of going Pepco trail instead.
You guys rock, and I loved this event.  Two years ago I did the 40 and loved it.  I did the 55 this year, and I was surprised by the amount of road riding.  I know it's really 
hard to connect all the trail systems, and I'm sure you guys have done a ton of hard work to create the path you have.  But I was just surprised at the amount of road 
riding.
Change the direction of the 40 mile loop to make it a little more interesting.
Do more fundraising at the after party  Get people committed to getting everyone they know that rides these amazing trails to sign up or at least pay MORE membership 
to support this fantastic organization!
Not a MORE supporter for various reasons but I do the MOCO to see riders I don't see often
Overall the trails were good and went as expected. Event staff were great and i know took lots of effort in many areas, well done �
�
But.... By the time we got done around 4, the Beer stopped flowing and food was scarce. Music was way to loud under the same tent you eat in. Hard to catch up with 
friends and talk about their adventures.
My friend brought his kid to the Saturday ride. It might be nice to have options for younger riders. A 4-year old needs something shorter that they can feel like they 
completed it to the end. Admittedly, I don't have a kid and didn't go, just what I heard from him.
Liked the re-route around Clopper Lake to avoid the worst of the roots
The course sweepers were great!
We started the 40 miler at 9am. Well in the window of the  start time. But with 2 miles remains along the Seneca Ridge trail we were approached by riders doing the 15 
miler. That was very difficult. I do not feel we were running late or riding slow.
On the 40-miler, right after the first aid station it felt like we were riding against oncoming traffic from the 15-miler.  Since that distance is for inexperienced riders (usually), 
seems a bad idea to have them riding against the normal flow.  Several very close calls.
ran out of shirts for men:(
Course was amazing and really well marked.
Send this to Loudon County so they can see how LAME they are for having ZERO trails
Photographs for purchase would be cool.
Great event and introduction to the fantastic trail network in Montgomery County.  Thoroughly enjoyed it!
Just glad it was drier this year.
Thanks for all your time and effort to make this happen.  Had a fantastic time!
In 2017 when I did the epic the Saturday festival had a bunch of demo bikes, which was a ton of fun. Was not able to go on saturday last year, but this year there were no 
demo bikes! I was trying to get a few friends a little more introduced to mountain biking and I thought that was going to be a good opportunity.
This is THE best event.  It's extremely well run and a good time!  Thanks for all you do to put it on!
Great time. Thanks for putting it on, again..Go to Emmitsburg Community Day this Summer. Rides, food, music, FUN
You guys did a great job!



I was disappointed that I didnâ��t get a tshirt this year because you ran out.  Normally when we preregister we pick up the packets before the ride, and the packets contain 
the tshirts.  This year, I was told to pick up the tshirt AFTER the ride, and of course there were no more.

Using the same trail for the descent and ascent to Black Rock Mill made things very congested and potentially dangerous. I think that if the 30 miler could be rerouted to a 
different last aid station not at Black Rock this could solve the problem of the too long gap between aid stations on the 30 miler, and avoid the congestion at Black Rock.
Not at this time.
Thank you for hosting this great event.
Iâ��ve promoted and directed bike events. This was tight as a drum. One of my favorite events of 2019
Great courses, huge preparation work - great job!!!
Have you ever considered making any commemorative items for sale or as swag for the longer riders once they complete the events, or just to buy?
you should give every registrants a cool freebies specially the tshirts...i paid $85 and i was given a female shirt bcoz they said they dont have one for me due to my 
registration date. thats $85 for a bag from a bank full of papers...but those flaggers or they said volunteers they have all the stuff..so for me why bother paying if i could 
have all
Photographer/s on course
I haven't seen any photos posted from the Sunday ride. But I'm the guy who complained about last year's being taken while riders were on asphalt, so I figure I'm the 
subject of the line from Caddyshack, "You'll get nothing and like it." Really, I miss buying a picture.
For sections of the course with two-way traffic, it would be helpful if more riders were aware of the downhill-yields etiquette. Perhaps there could be some effort to raise 
awareness of it next year.
Have options like cider instead of just beer.
I know this is a big job to coordinate and I think overall you guys do it very well.  Any way our number plate could have punch areas for food and drink? In other words 
become our meal and drink ticket to avoid the bracelets and drink tabs?  It has our age on the back for verification.  Seems like less stuff means less trash. More Small t-
shirts.
Sweepers need radios/training. I was helping an injured rider right on the trail. He hit his head and busted a collarbone. About 5 minutes into assisting the rider a course 
sweeper came by us. I remember seeing him and thinking "oh good, some help". He did not stop. Couldn't get his attention for help. Sweeper was asian male wearing 
NCVC Kit.
I've ridden all the Epics, except one. I look forward to it every year, thanks so much!�
Thanks for dropping the trip around Clopper Lake from the 70-miler. That was always my least favorite section.�
People who direct the parking are always great, year after year. Excellent organization and planning.�
See you next year!
Definitely lives up to its "epic" name! It's long ride that becomes tedious/monotonous but it's so fun to do supported rides like these with other riders. Thank you very much 
for all your and the volunteers' hard work to make this possible!
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